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Claim Awareness Month
Warning Signs of Possible
Forgery or Fraud--continued
Are the situations described in last month’s Chat the only signals or warnings of a possible fraud or
forgery in a real estate closing? Certainly not, however these situations have occurred in the past and
probably will occur in the future. What should we do if we encounter one?
Can our lender and realtor customers help? Can they help us identify if a warning sign is one of a real
problem or just a situation that looks like there may be a problem but, in fact, everything is all right. They
may have information or the ability to ask questions of the parties to the transaction that would gain
information that we can use to resolve a question.
If you remember the first example in last month’s Chat, we discovered a recently recorded deed. Assume
the grantee is now the proposed borrower in a refinance. We can ask the lender for information from the
loan application such as how long the borrower stated he or she owned the property. If the application
said ten years and the deed to the proposed borrower was recorded sixty days ago, watch out!!
If the lender is unable to help, consider asking the realtor for a signed copy of the listing agreement and
compare the seller’s signature with the seller’s signatures that appear of record.
In the second and third examples in our previous Chat encountered a recently recorded satisfaction of
mortgage and a recently recorded assignment of mortgage. Where a satisfaction was recently recorded we
can send a payoff request to the lender. If the lender responds by saying the loan has been paid off—no
problem, but if the response from the lender is a payoff letter, watch out!! In the recent assignment of
mortgage example we can also send a payoff letter to the lender shown as the assignor on the assignment.
If the lender responds by saying the loan has been assigned—again, no problem, but if the response from
the lender is a payoff letter, watch out!!
In the fourth example the title agent was asked to give the seller’s closing documents (including the deed)
to a third party (other than a delivery service such as UPS of Fed Ex) to take to the seller for execution
because the seller is sick (or some other similar excuse). We should contact the seller directly and make
arrangements to take the documents to the seller so we can witness the seller’s signature and take the
acknowledgment. Yes, the same answer applies for a mail away. The closing documents should be sent
directly to the seller (or purchaser) or to a trusted title company or attorney.
Next month we will conclude reviewing the examples from our previous Chat.
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